15th October 2018
Dear Pastor Bill
Thank you for the spirit in which your open letter has been written and the grace extended
to me, to publically express my position and understanding of animal sacrifices and the
Blood of Christ in the Millennium which has caused much unwanted consternation and strife
amongst the brethren. This was never my intention and if I could, I would turn the clock
back and do things very differently. I also want to apologise publicly if I appeared to come
across in the teachings as arrogant and prideful as I certainly never intended be, for my
desire is to reflect Jesus at all times although I am aware I often fall short.
Sadly this unpleasant circumstance has exposed the hearts of numerous believers and many
have brought a serious indictment against the Church of Jesus because of their conduct and
responses, I do not exclude myself.
For this, I cannot take the blame exclusively as there is a correct and biblical way to deal
with disagreement and error which was not followed. I do not write this as a justification or
a defence but rather as a warning that what has transpired between myself and Moriel must
never be repeated again for sake of our testimony to the world and those of the flock who
have been badly shaken.
To begin with, I want to acknowledge that I made some very dogmatic statements which
instead of giving emphasis to what I was try to explain, had the complete opposite effect
and misconstrued what I was trying to convey. For this, I want to unreservedly and
wholeheartedly apologise for.
I am extremely grateful that you acknowledge that I do not teach that there is salvation
except through the shed blood of Jesus and that the whole concern is regarding the Blood of
Jesus and salvation in the Millennium alone.
The statement which I should not have made but rather should have sought to express
myself very differently and that folk have objected to is, “The Blood of Jesus will not profit
anyone, anything in the Millennium.”
In using this phrase, which I regret, I was not stating that the Blood of Jesus does not
cleanse in all ages as this would be a clear violation of scripture. His blood alone can take
away sin and every sacrifice from Genesis 3:21, when the Lord clothed Adam and Eve in
tunics of skin to the sacrifices of the Millennium all point to Jesus. In the teaching I kept
using the word atone to describe the purpose of the millennial sacrifices in the sense that
they do not remove sin but cover sin. I reiterate again that I do not teach nor believe that
the sin of an animal or animals can ever remove sin. Not under the Old Testament, not now
nor in the age to come. Only the Blood of Jesus can remove sin both now and forever,
including the millennium. This is and has always been what I have believed though I did not
express it succinctly in the series on Eschatology.
I only offer the above as an explanation of why I used the phrase and not as an excuse for
trying to justify using it. I was wrong to use it as it does not, nor ever did convey what I
actually believe regarding the eternal cleansing power of the Blood of Jesus which alone
removes sin for all ages.

I sincerely apologise for misrepresenting my beliefs and using a phrase that instead of
explaining what I believed rather distorted them and led to confusion among believers and
dissension between myself and Moriel Ministries. Moriel TV very unfortunately produced a
highly edited video that took various statements that I had made out of context which only
exasperated the issue. (They have done this on more than one occasion since Tim Wirth was
replaced)
The motive for this remains unclear as in response to my meeting with Jacob in May, Jacob
Prasch himself admitted in an email dated 22 July 2018, and I quote, “The best I could gauge
the situation personally was that he partially misrepresented his own actual beliefs in the
manner he addressed an important theological issue and was to some degree
misunderstood. David Nathan does subscribe to the Moriel statement of Faith that The
Blood of Christ cleanses from all Sin.”
I add this not as an excuse for poorly communicating my beliefs as already mentioned but
rather to evidence that for reasons never disclosed, Moriel TV sought fit to produce a biased
video that exaggerated the error out of context.
I have already and will continue to re-edit these teachings to remove anything that
contradicts what I have conveyed above.
Regarding Moriel’s video comparing me to Benny Hinn in an old teaching I did in 2009. I
want to state that I no longer believe what I taught and berate myself for still even believing
that in 2009.
I can categorically state that I absolutely do not teach this anymore and I have edited the
video in question to reflect this and will go through old teachings to make sure that this
does not appear. I have issued an apology already for this and gladly do it again.
I do hope that this letter serves to remind us all that none of us is above correction nor do
any one of us know all truth as Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 13:12 but we are all to be
teachable and be willing to learn. Where we err we must repent and apologise where
necessary.
Thank you Pastor Bill for making this platform available.
May the Lord continue to mature us and keep us by His grace until we all come to the
knowledge of the truth.
Blessings in Jesus who alone bore our sins and purchased eternal life for them that will
believe,
David Nathan.

